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Abstract
When the subway engineerings cross the karst area, the unfavorable geology may bring many potential
safety hazards to the subway design, construction and operation. There is a wide range of karst
distribution in southwest China. Extremely irregular karst area is distributed in the strata along the
subway lines. The Quaternary sediments are thick, which greatly increases the di�culty of detection. A
multi-depth re�ned detection method of karst features under thick Quaternary sediments is proposed in
this paper. Firstly, the karst cavities and fractures in the shallow stratum of the study area are determined
by ground-penetrating radar (GPR). Secondly, the mid-deep resistivity cross-sections are delineated using
surface electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and transient electromagnetic method (TEM). The
principal component analysis (PCA) is used to fuse the resistivity data. The three-dimensional imaging is
established to delineate the distribution of karst anomalies. As the information obtained by PCA is more
comprehensive, the accuracy of geophysical interpretation is improved. The multi-depth re�ned detection
of karst under thick Quaternary sediments on subway lines is realized through integrated analysis. This
method has been applied in Changsha Metro Line 3 and achieved good practical results. It is of great
application value for the karst tunnel treatment and the safe excavation.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of China's economy, the gradual expansion of the urbanization process, the
construction of urban rail transit has reached its peak. Water conservancy and hydropower, underground
projects in karst areas become a new focus of development. When the subway tunnel passes through the
karst area, it might bring many geological disasters, such as surrounding rock deformation, water and
mud inrush, collapse. These engineering hazards bring great di�culties in construction (Li et al. 2016; Shi
et al. 2017). Karst areas are widely distributed in China, especially in southwestern China. There are
extremely irregular karst caves distributed along the subway lines in the strata. The Quaternary sediments
are thick, loose, water-rich and present a low resistivity distribution. It has the adverse effects of shielding
and isolating current. The complexity of geology conditions makes it more challenging to high-precision
detection results of geophysical methods, bringing potential safety hazards to the stability and reliability
of urban subway construction (Chen 2002). Therefore, the problem of improving karst detection accuracy
under thick Quaternary sediments needs to be solved urgently.

This research takes the section between Lingguandu Station and Fubu River Station of Changsha Metro
Line 3. According to the preliminary drilling results, the distribution of karst caves in this section is
developed irregularly, and the development range is extensive. Owing to the cover of the loose Quaternary
sediments such as alluvial fan, diluvial fan and colluvial soil, making it di�cult to determine the karst
distribution. As the traditional drilling method has a high cost, long construction period and can only carry
out single point exploration, it is challenging to locate the distribution of karst areas in thick Quaternary
sediments by geological drilling alone. It is necessary to employ advanced and high-precision
geophysical exploration methods. Geophysical exploration results contain more geological information
with high exploration e�ciency, which can verify and complement the traditional drilling methods (Li et
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al. 2015; Kaufmann and Romanov 2016; Su et al. 2021c). Therefore, to accurately detect the spatial
distribution and geological structure of karst caves under the condition of the Quaternary sediments,
geological data should be combined, and geophysical exploration methods should be adopted.

At present, there are many geophysical methods used in karst exploration, such as surface electrical
resistivity tomography (ERT), transient electromagnetic method (TEM), cross-hole ERT, ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) (Baggett et al. 2020). Each approach has its strengths and limitations. A single detection
method provides part of the characteristic information of karst and is challenging to achieve re�ned
detection of karst. Multiple geophysical methods are combined to detect karst features to reduce the
uncertainty of interpretation by a single detection method. Integrated geophysical detection results can
effectively complement the detection depth, accuracy and anomaly re�ection of different methods. Using
this method can make full use of their advantages respectively, and make up for the shortcomings of
each method in the detection. This combination improves the accuracy and reliability of the detection
results. Different geophysical methods were used to interpret geological anomalies comprehensively.
Afshar et al. (2015) conducted detection for the distribution range of underground cavity and
groundwater using a combination of ground-penetrating radar and ERT method. Zhang et al. (2019)
applied cross-hole ERT and cross-hole seismic tomography to detect underground karst in the urban
subway and improve exploration accuracy. Su et al. (2021c) used GPR, TEM and three-dimensional (3D)
laser scanning technology to provide a quantitative and integrated exploration of shallow karst
distribution.

Considering the complexity of geological, geophysical characteristics, and site limitations in this bid
section, GPR, surface ERT and TEM were adopted in the research. A method for multi-depth and re�ned
detection of karst features under thick Quaternary sediments is proposed. Firstly, the principle, the
advantages and disadvantages of the three methods and principal component analysis (PCA) were
introduced. Then, the numerical simulation was carried out. The inversion results were fused based on
PCA and generated the corresponding 3D detection results. In practice, GPR is used to locate cavities and
�ssures in shallow strata, and then surface ERT and TEM are used to detect the deeper part along the
same survey line. The obtained resistivity data are fused by PCA. Finally, the 3D imaging of GPR and
resistivity are drawn, respectively. The fused data combines the advantages of the two methods to re�ect
more comprehensive geological information. The multi-depth re�ned detection of karst features under
thick Quaternary sediments is realized through integrated interpretation. Through the engineering
example veri�cation, this method was successfully applied to the treatment project in the Changsha
Metro Line 3. It successfully overcomes the limitations of the single geophysical method and more
accurately delineates the distribution range of the karst caves. It is bene�cial to the prevention and
control of karst disasters. This case study effectively provides critical guidance for the karst caves
treatment scheme and the safety of subway tunnel excavation. This method has good application value.

2 Background On The Study Area
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The study area is located between Lingguandu Station and Fubu River Station of Changsha Metro Line 3
(Fig. 1). This bid section starts at Fubu River Station. After leaving Fubu River Station, the subway line
crosses Xiangjiang River and Juzizhou and �nally goes about 100 m east along Laodong West Road to
Lingguandu Station.

It is revealed by drilling that the upper stratum of this section is �lled with plain �ll, silty sand, gravel and
silty clay. The bedrock is mainly dolomitic limestone, sandstone and conglomerate. The deepest buried
depth of the karst cave is 45 m from the surface. There are six karst caves, and their height is bigger than
6 m, and the highest cave is 22.46 m. Most of the karst caves are �lled. The �lling materials are mainly
sandy, pebbles and cohesive soil, and some are empty. The karst caves are densely developed in this
section bid. The stratum crossed by the subway line is mainly moderately weathered sandstone, strongly
weathered sandstone, moderately weathered conglomerate, strongly weathered conglomerate and
moderately weathered limestone. The grade of surrounding rock is mainly V – VI.

The groundwater in the study area includes Quaternary unconsolidated strata pore water, layered bedrock
�ssure water and Carbonate rock �ssure water. Based on the development characteristics of karst caves
revealed by drilling and the analysis of water in�ow from the borehole during the drilling process, this
area has developed karst caves in the right line CK15 + 799.5 – CK16 + 112.52, and the karst range is
relatively large. The �llings are mainly sand, gravel and pebble layers with strong water permeability, and
there is no �lling partly. It can be seen that the karst cave �llings have good water permeability and are
rich in water. These karst caves have a hydraulic connection with the Xiangjiang River, and a wide range
of water inrush water in�ux. The bedrock rocks are relatively complete, and the water abundance and
permeability of the rock stratum are poor. Because the con�ned water of the karst cave and the upper
phreatic water have a close hydraulic connection with the water of the Xiangjiang River, the tunnel
construction is easy to cause groundwater gushing along the karst cave developed area.

Figure 1 Location of the study area

3 Methodology
Much research on karst geological exploration using geophysical methods has been carried out, and
valuable results and conclusions have been obtained. Various geophysical methods have played a
critical role in the forecast and early warning of karst disasters from different �elds, such as electrical,
magnetic and well logging (Chatelier et al. 2011). Given different engineering and geological conditions,
the selection, combination and survey lines layout of exploration methods are designed.

3.1 Method selection
The upper stratum of this section is �lled with soil, silty sand, pebble and silty clay. The bedrock is mainly
dolomitic limestone, sandstone and conglomerate. The karst caves are mainly developed at the cracks of
the bedrock surface, and on a large scale, covered by thick Quaternary sediments. It is di�cult to
accurately detect karst distribution in the thick coverage area. The reason is, �rstly, the thick Quaternary
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sediments have a strong absorption and attenuation effect on the re�ection wave, which is not conducive
to receiving the effective re�ected signal in the stratum; secondly, in the process of Quaternary
sedimentation, the sedimentary conditions are complex. There are many geological phenomena such as
interlayer and interbedding, and it is easy to interfere with each other in the detection process of different
stratum interfaces. GPR is a high-precision method in shallow subsurface detection �elds. The geological
structure changes are re�ected as the opposite and weakening of re�ected wave in-phase axis in GPR
signal receiving (Cassidy et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2020). When air-�lled cavities appear in the stratum, the
dielectric constant is small, electromagnetic waves decay fast, and high resistivity will appear. When there
is a water-�lled cavity, its dielectric constant is generally large, the propagation speed of electromagnetic
waves in water is fast, and the relative resistivity is low. It is di�cult to determine the deep karst
distribution and geological structure under thick overburden by GPR alone. Therefore, in the detection of
thick Quaternary sediments area, it is not only required to use high-resolution GPR, but also need to adopt
a step by step detection strategy corresponding to the depth to �nd out the distribution of karst area from
shallow to deep.

When the �lling in the cavity has good water permeability, there is an obvious difference between the
resistivity of the �lled cavity and the surrounding rocks. The electrical resistivity is low, especially when
the cavity is �lled with water (Yao et al. 2012). The resistivity is generally 20–100 Ω·m. Bedrock with
good compactness typically has high resistivity value, mostly above 2000 Ω·m. So, the resistivity
methods, such as surface ERT and TEM, based on electrical differences has been adopted to detect karst
distribution. These methods are sensitive to low resistivity anomalies. Surface ERT has a noticeable
detection resolution on mid-deep strata, but it is hard to identify the location of deep karst caves
accurately (Gan et al. 2020). TEM has the ability to penetrate thick Quaternary sediments with low
resistivity, and has a good detection result on deep strata (Huang et al. 2010). Surface ERT and TEM can
obtain the distribution information and characteristics of formation resistivity on subway lines.

According to the analysis of known karst cave characteristics and geological data in the study area, the
deepest buried depth of karst cave roof is 45 m. The karst caves are widely distributed. Therefore, the
multi-depth and re�ned detection method for karst geology under thick Quaternary sediments used three
methods: GPR, surface ERT and TEM. The three methods are combined and comprehensive interpretation
to obtain richer stratum information and anomalous body response characteristics. The relationship and
implementation process of each method are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 Schematic of the technology roadmap multi-depth and re�ned detection method of karst
features under thick Quaternary sediments of subway lines

3.2 Method and principle
The principles, application conditions, survey lines layout, detection depth and resolution of surface ERT,
TEM and GPR are different. The principles and �eld implementation of these three methods are
introduced. The principles and �eld implementation of the three methods are described below.
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3.2.1 GPR method
GPR is an e�cient shallow subsurface geophysical exploration technology, which adopts the difference
of electrical parameters of underground media to infer media structure and physical properties by
transmitting high-frequency electromagnetic pulse waves with a frequency of 106–109 Hz. With the
continuous development of microelectronics and signal processing technology, GPR is widely used in
many �elds, such as geological engineering survey, building structure survey, highway engineering quality
detection, underground pipeline detection, etc. (Demirci et al. 2012; Alani et al. 2013).

The basic principle of GPR is shown in Fig. 3. The transmitting antenna directionally sends the high-
frequency short-pulse electromagnetic wave into the ground. When the electromagnetic wave encounters
the stratum or target with electrical differences in the propagation process, it will be re�ected and
transmitted. The receiving antenna receives the re�ected wave signal and digitizes it, which is then
recorded by a computer as a re�ected waveform (Wang 1993). The collected data are processed by direct
wave removal, band-pass �ltering and background removal. The spatial position, structure and
distribution of underground targets can be realized according to the kinematic and dynamic
characteristics such as propagation time, amplitude, waveform and frequency of a re�ected wave. GPR
delineates the underground targets based on the analysis of re�ection waveform characteristics. As a
result, its detection resolution mainly depends on the electrical difference between the underground target
and the surrounding medium, the attenuation degree of electromagnetic wave, the buried depth of the
targets, and the strength of external interference.

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of GPR method

3.2.2 Surface ERT method
Surface ERT is a resistivity exploration technology proposed in the 1980s (Dong and Wang 2003). Based
on the difference of electrical parameters between the surrounding rock and water-bearing geological
structure, surface ERT infers geological conditions and resistivity distribution in the detection area
according to the distribution law of conduction current �eld in surrounding rock under the action of an
applied electric �eld. Surface ERT has the advantages of su�cient data, low expense, little �eld
interference, high work e�ciency and convenient interpretation corresponding to the resistivity cross-
sections. It is mainly used to detect the water content of the geological body, bedrock buried depth,
concealed structure, fault, fracture zone, etc., and has achieved apparent geological effect and
remarkable socioeconomic performance (Chen et al. 2017). However, it is di�cult to carry out quantitative
interpretation, which is greatly affected by topographic relief, and it is not convenient to employ in the
exposed bedrock area.

The implementation of surface ERT is to arrange a certain number of electrodes in the detection area. The
apparatus automatically supply direct current (A and B electrodes) according to a certain sequence, and
measure the potential difference between the two electrodes (M and N electrodes), to calculate the
apparent resistivity pro�les (Dong and Wang 2003). Through the inversion of the apparent resistivity
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pro�le, the resistivity distribution of surrounding rock is obtained. The basic principle of surface ERT is
shown in Fig. 4. In the �eld observation, all electrodes are arranged at one time. The intelligent electrode
converter and measuring instrument are used to realize the full-automatic data acquisition. The collected
data are processed by computer, generating the resistivity section.

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of the surface ERT method, electrode arrangement and data processing
�owchart

3.2.3 TEM method
TEM method is a time-domain electromagnetic method that employs the ungrounded loop to emit a
pulsed magnetic �eld in front of the working face. When the current in the transmitter loop is suddenly
switched off, the medium will induce the secondary magnetic �eld to maintain the primary �eld generated
when the current is connected. The magnitude and attenuation characteristics of the secondary magnetic
�eld are related to the electrical distribution of the surrounding medium. The variation characteristics of
the secondary �eld with time are observed intermittently in the primary �eld. After processing, the
electrical properties, scale, and occurrence of the underground medium can be understood to delineate
the targets, as shown in Fig. 5 (Xue et al. 2007). TEM is employed to directly observe the secondary
magnetic �eld, which greatly reduces the detection di�culty of the abnormal body, and its detection
effect and ability have been greatly improved. It has the advantages of small effect, high vertical and
horizontal resolution, sensitive response to low resistivity targets and fast arrangement. It is widely used
in various engineering geophysical exploration. It is an ideal detection method to realize the detection of
rich-water areas and engineering hydrogeology (Lin et al. 2016).

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the TEM method

3.2.4 PCA data fusion
Data fusion combines data information from different sources (spatially or temporally redundant or
complementary) to obtain a consistent interpretation or description of the detected target. In geosciences,
many researchers favour PCA due to its advantages in extracting the main components of overlapping
information. The PCA method was pioneered in 1901 and is widely used in image enhancement, image
fusion, signal compression, and noise removal (Bajorski 2011; Hansen et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2020).
Subsequently, PCA was applied to geophysical data fusion. Yin et al. (2008) used a nonlinear kernel
function for the dimension reduction optimization of seismic data, achieving good data extraction
performance. Lu (2018) denoised the airborne electromagnetic data through PCA, which enhanced the
resolution of airborne electromagnetic exploration of deep underground anomalies. Therefore, the usage
of PCA is based on the idea of dimension reduction. The purpose of resistivity data fusion is to combine
the advantages of different methods in exploring different depths of the formation. On this basis, uni�ed
imaging results containing comprehensive information can be obtained through PCA fusion processing,
thereby improving the utilization of geophysical data.
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Based on the PCA transformation with an orthogonal linear relationship of information content, the data
are projected into a new coordinate system using the linear projection method. The new component
vector is distributed according to the information content, and the �rst principal component contains the
most extensive information. The basic idea is to synthesize p observation variables into p new variables.
For the p-dimensional sample observation data x, the PCA transformation process mainly includes
standardization processing, calculating the sample correlation coe�cient matrix, calculating the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation coe�cient matrix by Jacobian method, and selecting
important components. The corresponding eigenvector is the new coordinate base. In an actual analysis,
not all p principal components are selected; instead, the �rst k principal components are selected
according to the cumulative contribution rate (CCR) of each principal component. This contribution rate is
de�ned by the eigenvalues λ  in Eq. 1:

A large contribution rate indicates that the corresponding principal component contains critical
information regarding the original variable. Generally, the CCR of more than 85% is the threshold for
selecting the principal component to ensure that the comprehensive variable includes the most
information about the original variable. Finally, the p-dimensional vector is mapped to the selected k-
dimensional coordinate space.

3.3 Numerical simulation analysis
In order to verify the response of GPR, surface ERT and TEM to stratigraphic boundary and anomalies, the
corresponding geoelectric models were established for numerical simulation according to the drilling
information. The area of the survey line (0–560 m) corresponds to the surface ERT model. The area
enclosed by red the dashed box (265–294 m) in the survey line was used as the forward model of the
GPR and TEM (Fig. 5). The parameters of the stratigraphic type, boundary depth, relative dielectric
constant , and resistivity of each layer are shown in Table 1 according to the different layers from top to
bottom. 

Table 1 Numerical simulation model parameters
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Table 1 Numerical simulation model parameters

Figure 6 Model of numerical simulation

In the GPR forward model, the excitation source was the Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 100
MHz, and the sampling time window was 1100 ns. The interface depth can be calculated using the wave
velocity and two-way travel time data of the re�ected wave in the medium (Schultz 1982; Liu et al. 2018).
The corresponding exploration depth is about 15 m. The grid spacing used was Δx = 0.05 m and Δy = 
0.05 m. The transceiver antenna spacing was 0.5 m. The common offset was 0.5 m, and 56 records were
generated. The waveform results after the direct wave removal, band-pass �ltering, background removal
and other processing is shown in Fig. 7. The �gure shows that the shallow stratum (0–15 m) interfaces
were well-re�ected and high detection resolution. The deep stratum (15–65 m) re�ected wave was
weakened, and poor identi�cation ability. Due to the little difference in the relative dielectric constant in
the three stratums of 16–40 m, increasing depth, and the attenuation of electromagnetic waves, the deep
stratum and karst cave's resolution is inaccurate. Therefore, GPR can detect cavities and fractures in
near-surface anomalies.

As shown in Fig. 6, surface ERT forward modelling was conducted. The Wenner-Schlumberger array was
used for the forward calculation. The total number of electrodes was 141, the unit electrode spacing was
4 m, and the horizontal survey line length was 560 m. The apparent resistivity data obtained by forward
modelling were inverted. The inversion pro�le of the surface ERT was obtained through conventional
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processing (see Fig. 8). The �gure exhibits that surface ERT has four interfaces at a depth of 10, 16, 35,
47 meters. As the �rst three layers resistivity is relatively smaller than that of other stratums, the inversion
result of these three stratums shows low resistivity and no interface response. However, it can be seen
that the distribution of formation resistivity changed from low-high-low-high. The position of the
formation interface could be roughly identi�ed, as it was affected by gradual changes in the resistivity
contour.

TEM method adopts a central loop. The equivalent radius of the transmitter loop was 30 m, the receiving
loop was 1 m, and the number of coil turns was 10. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 9. The TEM
response to the low resistivity anomalies is obvious in the �gure. There is an apparent low-resistivity
anomaly at 41–46m, and the change of resistivity is consistent with the model parameters. Due to the
delay effect of transient electromagnetic, the shallow resolution is low, and it isn't easy to distinguish the
speci�c horizon within a certain depth range (0–20m). Due to the delay effect of TEM, the near-surface
resolution is low, and it is di�cult to distinguish the speci�c layers within 0–20m.

Figure 7 Numerical simulation of eight stratums using GPR

Figure 8 Numerical simulation of eight stratums using surface ERT

Figure 9 Numerical simulation of eight stratums using TEM

According to the detection results, PCA is performed on the inversion resistivity data of the overlapped
part of the survey line, and the fusion result is shown in Fig. 10. Compared with the TEM inversion result,
the near-surface resolution of the fused image is improved, and the detection resolution of the deep karst
cave is retained. Two low resistivity areas shown in the depths of 4–8 m and 41–46 m.

Figure 10 Cross-section after TEM and surface ERT inversion resistivity data fusion

4. Case Study Application

4.1 Field implementation
Applying the schematic of the technology roadmap (Fig. 2), the following mainly described the
combination between different geophysical exploration methods and the layout scheme of survey lines.
Among these three methods, the electrodes arrangement of surface ERT is �exible, which can obtain rich
geological information and realize the automation of data acquisition. TEM adopted a point by point
measurement, which has a large detection depth and simpli�ed measurement work. The anomalies have
a strong response in the low-resistivity surrounding rock area. GPR adopted the data acquisition of
continuous measurement, which had high detection e�ciency and high precision. It can realize a rapid
measurement in a wide range of survey lines.

Surface ERT has a high lateral resolution. It has an apparent response to the low resistivity anomaly in
the mid-deep stratum and can accurately re�ect the position of the anomaly. TEM is sensitive to low
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resistivity anomalies and can locate deep stratum. Combining the two methods is based on detection
depth and accuracy requirements. Due to the turn-off time of TEM, there is a certain blind area in the
shallow stratum. As a supplementary detection of TEM blind area, surface ERT is a direct current
resistivity method to determine invisible anomalies or interfaces in underground mid-deep stratum (< 
20m). Therefore, surface ERT and TEM were carried out along the same survey line in the study area. The
resistivity data of the two methods are fused by PCA and performed by 3D imaging. The fused data
obtained a more comprehensive information of anomalies and realized a multi-depth detection.
Combining the two different methods related to depth resolution can complement and verify each other,
which is conducive to improving the accuracy of individual preliminary exploration results. Then, GPR
and 3D imaging are carried out in the same survey line to detect karst cavities and fractures in thick
Quaternary sediments. Finally, the three methods are conducted to realize an integrated interpretation,
which is veri�ed by borehole information. Due to site restrictions, surface ERT cannot detect the middle of
the survey area, which is the same starting point as the TEM and GPR survey lines. The layout of the �eld
survey lines is shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11 Layout of the survey line

4.2 GPR 3D imaging
Firstly, GPR is used to ascertain the geological conditions of thick Quaternary sediments, cavities and
cracks in the shallow stratum. GPR prospecting used the SIR-4000 control unit with a 100 MHz
transmitting antenna. The spacing of survey lines is 3.3 m. According to the difference in propagation
velocity of the electromagnetic wave in propagation velocity in different media, the observation time
window was selected to 500 ns, and the corresponding exploration depth is about 15 m. Other
parameters are shown in Table 2. The 3D pseudo-colour waveform imaging was built up after trace
editing, �ltering and denoising, shown in Fig. 12. The karst fracture zone and cavity can be further
identi�ed and delineated in the 3D imaging. The re�ected wave in the range of the black dotted box has
strong re�ection and large amplitude, so it is inferred that there may be geological anomalies in this
range. In order to judge whether the anomalies are cavities or karst, 2D slice imaging is carried out on the
3D results (see Fig. 13). In Fig. 13, there is no apparent hyperbolic response and cavity, but muddy water
scouring cracks cause chaotic re�ections. The broken rock mass caused the discontinuity of the in-phase
axis. 

Table 2
Parameter preferences of GPR in detection

Transmitted

power

Central frequency of
transmitting antenna

Measuring
mode

Average velocity of
electromagnetic wave

Stacking
times of
signal

50 KHz 100 MHz Time 0.06 m/ns 16

Table 2 Parameter of GPR in detection
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Figure 12 3D pseudo-colour waveform results of GPR

Figure 13 2D GPR slice for detailed interpretation of geological structures at GL-4

4.3 3D imaging interpretation after resistivity data fusion

4.3.1. Surface ERT detection results
Based on the GPR 3D imaging, direct current resistivity exploration is adopted to detect karst under thick
Quaternary sediments, providing necessary guidance for later grouting treatment. Surface ERT deployed a
Wenner-Schlumberger array with a voltage of 24 V, and the electrode spacing was 2 m. The number of
electrodes was 42, and each survey line length was 82m. The spacing of survey lines is 3.3 m. During the
detection, the parameters of the four lines were the same. Other parameters are shown in Table 3. The
resistivity results obtained after inversion are shown in Fig. 14. The �gure shows that the shallow stratum
(0–10 m) has high detection accuracy. Still, the edge at both ends of the survey line has a low resolution,
and there is an inverted trapezoidal peripheral detection blind zone of surface ERT. It can be seen from EL-
2 and EL-3 that the thickness of Quaternary sediments �rst increases and then decreases from northwest
to southeast. There are thick Quaternary sediments in the middle of the survey line (32–60 m), the
coverage depth is nearly 30 m, the Quaternary sediments at both ends of the survey line (0–32 m, 60–82
m) was thin, and the thickness was only 10 m. The thickness of Quaternary sediments varies greatly.

 
Table 3

Parameter preferences of surface ERT in detection
Device
type

Voltage Electrode
spacing

Total number of
electrodes

Line
spacing

Number of
layers

WDA-1 24V 2 m 168 3.3 m 13

Table 3 Parameter of surface ERT in detection

Figure 14 Surface ERT inversion section

4.3.2 TEM detection results
TEM adopted t a central loop. The side length of the transmitting loop is 2 m, and the receiving loop area
is 31.4 m2. Each survey line adopted the point measurement. The parameters of the four survey lines are
the same during the detection process. The other parameters are shown in Table 4. The resistivity results
obtained after 2D inversion of the TEM data are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen from the �gure that there
were two low resistivity anomalies of survey line TL-2, one was 0–4 m in the survey line with a depth of
12–32 m, and the other was within the range of 22–29 m in the survey line with a depth of 12–30 m.
There was a low resistivity anomaly at a depth of 30m of survey line TL-3. The overburden thickness was
close to 40 m at the 25–29 m of survey line TL-4. The coverage range gradually increased along the
survey line direction. The detection results of TEM were consistent with the results of surface ERT. It was
inferred that a water-inrush channel was developed by the connection of karst fracture in the northeast-
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southwest direction. In addition, the bedrock interface was mainly below 35 m, and the rock interface
�uctuated greatly. Compared with the detection results of surface ERT, it can be found that the TEM
method has high resolution in the deep stratum (10–65 m), and the detection resolution in the shallow
stratum (0–10 m) is lower than surface ERT. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate TEM and surface ERT
detection results.

Table 4 Parameter preferences of TEM in detection

 Table 4 Parameter of TEM in detection
Figure 15 TEM inversion results

4.3.3 Resistivity fusion 3D imaging
To make full use of the advantages of surface ERT and TEM and overcome their defects in detection
depth, the overlapping part of survey line 0–29 m and depth 0–10 m were used for resistivity fusion
through PCA. In order to make the detection results more intuitive, 3D imaging was established on the
fused resistivity data, and the results are shown in Fig. 16. The �gure shows that the thickness of
Quaternary sediments varies greatly. The thickest part was up to 45 m, thin in the middle and thick on
both sides. The rock interface �uctuated greatly. The main intact bedrock existed below 35 m, and the
rock interface above 35 m is irregular. The rock was relatively broken, most of the rock was clay and
strongly weathered rock. The stratigraphic distribution was complex. As the karst area was developed at
the boundary of soil layers, it is inferred that it was mainly distributed at a depth of 30–45 m. In order to
verify the accuracy of detection results, drilling was further carried out. The drilling location is shown in
the Fig. 17. Samples were taken from ZK01, ZK02 and ZK03 boreholes respectively, and the borehole
histogram was shown in Fig. 18. From the drilling core samples results, the overburden in the shallow
part (0–7 m) was miscellaneous �ll and silty clay. The water content was rich, showing low resistivity in
the 3D resistivity imaging. The middle and deep part (7–30 m) was �ne round gravel and conglomerate,
and the resistivity was high. There was a through karst cave at the depth of 30–40 m. The karst cave of
borehole ZK01 was distributed at a depth about 40 m, and the karst cave at ZK02 and ZK03 was about
30 m. This was consistent with the imaging results after data fusion. As the study area had a hydraulical
connection with the Xiangjiang River and the overburden was rich in water, the middle and shallow (0–30
m) clay layer or rock fracture area would show a low resistivity distribution.
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Figure 16 Resistivity fusion 3D imaging

Figure 17 Drilling position map of the study area

Figure 18 Drilling histograms of the engineering site: each drilling corresponds to the speci�c position in
Fig. 17

4.4 integrated interpretation
For the same survey line in the study area, GPR, surface ERT, and TEM are carried out respectively. The
cavities, fractures, and karst in the shallow stratum were outlined in the horizontal and vertical directions
to provide a basis for subsequent governance. In the karst development area under thick Quaternary
sediments, the geological conditions, spatial position and shape of the anomalies are complex. If 2D
imaging was used alone, it is di�cult to comprehensively and intuitively ascertain the spatial position
and shape of the anomalies. Therefore, 3D imaging of the detection data is convenient for interpreting
geophysical exploration results. Due to the existence of karst in underground fractures, fault zones and
water-rich channels, the resistivity of natural rocks was reduced, made it apparently different from the
resistivity of the surrounding strata. The difference of resistivity was used to identify the underground
karst area. The resistivity data of surface ERT and TEM are fused for 3D visualization and imaging.
Secondly, by adopting GPR to detect the cavities and cracks in the shallow stratum, the geological
distribution of the karst area with thick Quaternary sediments was realized to achieve the multi-depth
re�ned detection.

5. Discussion
The karst environment is one of the most challenging engineering and environmental issues in China.
Geophysical exploration methods can provide useful information on the distribution of underground
media in karst areas. For instance, water in�ow estimation, groundwater exploration and risk assessment
(Chalikakis et al. 2011; Ozel and Darici 2020; Su et al. 2021a). However, a karst area remains a
challenging environment for geophysical exploration methods. The selection of the best-suited
geophysical exploration method is not always straightforward due to the variable and unpredictable
target characteristics, and each method has limitations. In karst detection under thick Quaternary
sediments, the effective signal of seismic re�ections is strongly absorbed, and the re�ected signal is
weak (Chalikakis 2006). GPR results supply a high-resolution near-surface imaging and thus provides
relevant geological information such as strati�cations and fractures. However, the investigation depth of
the GPR remains about to 20 m (Carriere et al. 2013). The depth of GPR is greatly affected by different
strata, especially in high-conductivity media such as clay, which reduces the penetration depth of GPR
(Benson 1995). The effectiveness of surface ERT is limited by decreasing resolution with depth and no
valid data near the ends of the survey line. Increasing the survey line length will increase depth of
investigation but it may not be possible at urban sites where the space is limited (Ki�u et al. 2016). The
electrodes may hard to not insert into the asphalt or concrete ground. TEM cannot detect shallow strata
(Plotnikov 2014). Therefore, it is necessary to use comprehensive geophysical methods to detect
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unfavourable geological targets (De Giorgi and Leucci 2014; Cueto et al. 2018). The integrated
geophysical method is to process the observed different detection data and image them individually. The
results are then compared and analyzed to determine the structural distribution and physical properties of
underground rock strata from different properties. This analysis reduces the multiplicity of single
geophysical results to a certain extent (Nie et al. 2020). However, this analysis lacks the internal
relationship and correlation between different methods and makes insu�cient use of rich geological
information. At the same time, the result of individual imaging is easy to confuse anomalies analysis and
geological interpretation, especially when survey lines are dense. The imaging and interpretation of
geophysical results are more arduous. 3D imaging has great advantages when the survey lines are
complex. The electrical properties of karst anomalies are different. Direct current electrical exploration is
suitable for large-scale karst geological exploration. Surface ERT has the advantages of high lateral
resolution, rich information and high detection e�ciency (Samyn et al. 2014). The resistivity of karst is a
low resistivity value compared to the surrounding rocks. The surface ERT and TEM detection results are
presented in the resistivity pro�le. Surface ERT can make up for the shallow stratum detection blind area
of TEM. TEM can make up for the disadvantages of surface ERT which is limited by the layout of survey
lines and affected by topography (Su et al. 2021b). Therefore, the inversion resistivity data of the two
methods can be fused. After fusion, the two methods achieve complementary advantages.

From the numerical simulation of surface ERT (Fig. 8), it can be seen that there is a boundary effect, and
the resistivity becomes higher at the boundary of the pro�le. The resolution is poor (Akingboye and
Ogunyele 2019). Due to the in�uence of the gradual change characteristics of resistivity contour, the
formation interface only can be roughly distinguished. The thick Quaternary sediments have a shielding
effect on direct current, resulting in the unclear response of deep low-resistivity anomalies. TEM can
penetrate the high resistivity targets in the thick Quaternary sediments, so it has a good resolution on
deep low resistivity anomalies (Li et al. 2017). After fusing, the resolution of shallow and deep stratum is
improved (Fig. 10). In �eld test, due to site constraints, the survey line is not arranged in the middle of the
survey line. The resistivity pro�le of surface ERT is inverted trapezoid (Loke and Barker 1995). There are
detection blind areas at both ends of the survey line, reducing the detection accuracy. Moreover, the
detection resolution of surface ERT for deep strata is poor. However, the delineation of resistivity
anomalies is more re�ned through data fusion. Compared with the TEM detection results (Fig. 15), the
shallow resolution is improved, which is consistent with the numerical simulation results.

The cavities and �ssures in the thick Quaternary sediments provide a water channel connection for
groundwater, so GPR is used for supplementary detection (Dorn et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2021). The water
content greatly affects the dielectric constant of surrounding rock. The relative permittivity of karst areas,
cavity and �ssure are quite different from intact rock. 100MHz antenna is commonly used in the
detection process, with a limited detection range. This is suitable for near-surface detection (Beres et al.
2001). The numerical simulation results show the shallow stratum boundary response is dinstinct
(Fig. 7).
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GPR, surface ERT and TEM are chosen to be comprehensively analyzed in this study. In the subsequent
�eld application, it is necessary to select the optimal combination of geophysical exploration methods
according to the engineering geological, geophysical characteristics and �eld conditions. The
combination of the drilling veri�cation and geological survey could effectively determine the development
state and in�uence of karst anomalies that may cause geological disasters. There are many interference
factors in practical engineering detection. To improve the fusion e�ciency, it is necessary to preprocess
the detection data to reduce the interference and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Kim et al. 2007).

In this study, PCA was used to fuse the inversion results of different methods and 3D imaging, mainly
considering the advantages of utilizing complementary information and simplifying redundant
information. However, PCA is only applicable to linear dimensionality reduction, and the cumulative
contribution rate of the �rst several principal components should reach a high level. With the
development of the fusion theory, many fusion algorithms are proposed, such as wavelet analysis, kernel
principal component analysis, HIS transforming (Cheng and Xiao 2006; Zhou et al. 2019). These methods
have some applicability in geophysical exploration methods.

6. Conclusions
Aiming at detecting the karst features under thick Quaternary sediments on subway lines, a multi-depth
re�ned comprehensive exploration method was proposed in this paper. Through numerical simulation
and case study, the feasibility of this method is proved. This method mainly combines the advantages of
surface ERT, TEM within different depths and PCA in data fusion. Considering the potential advantages
of surface ERT and TEM in karst detection, the combination of surface ERT and TEM realizes
supplementary veri�cation. TEM data can supplement the blind area of inverted trapezoid detection of
surface ERT. GPR was used to supplement and further detect karst caves, soil caves and cracks in
shallow strata. The combination of the three geophysical methods can realize the multi-depth re�ned
exploration of karst with thick Quaternary sediments. This method can realize a more intuitively and
comprehensively understanding of the distribution of karst and cavities on the subway line. The
successful application of this method in Lingguandu Station and Fubu River Station section of Changsha
Metro Line 3 veri�es the effectiveness of this method. It provides practical guidance for subway
construction detection under the condition of thick Quaternary sediments.
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Figure 1

Location of the study area
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Figure 2

Schematic of the technology roadmap multi-depth and re�ned detection method of karst features under
thick Quaternary sediments of subway lines
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Figure 3

Schematic diagram of GPR method

Figure 4

Schematic diagram of the surface ERT method, electrode arrangement and data processing �owchart
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Figure 5

Schematic diagram of the TEM method

Figure 6

Model of numerical simulation
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Figure 7

Numerical simulation of eight stratums using GPR

Figure 8

Numerical simulation of eight stratums using surface ERT
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Figure 9

Numerical simulation of eight stratums using TEM
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Figure 10

Cross-section after TEM and surface ERT inversion resistivity data fusion
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Figure 11

Layout of the survey line
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Figure 12

3D pseudo-colour waveform results of GPR
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Figure 13

2D GPR slice for detailed interpretation of geological structures at GL-4 

Figure 14

Surface ERT inversion section
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Figure 15

TEM inversion results
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Figure 16

Resistivity fusion 3D imaging
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Figure 17

Drilling position map of the study area
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Figure 18

Drilling histograms of the engineering site: each drilling corresponds to the speci�c position in Fig. 17


